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Abstract. Since numerous countries have already initiated a process of adaptation to climate change by drafting strategies
or catalogues of measures, it is of particular importance to identify and overcome potential barriers to efficient public adaptation from the beginning. A major source of barriers is given by self-interest driven behaviour of actors involved in the
adaptation policy process. This is for the reason that several features of the adaptation option and the surrounding policy
framework, such as the lacking of a clear-cut success-metric, are likely to boost such behaviour since they facilitate both the
manipulation of the adaptation output and the exertion of influence through the various actor groups shaping the political
system. Against this background, this paper provides a broad conceptual Public Choice theory framework serving both for
raising the consciousness of potential barriers to efficient public adaptation and creating a sound basis for further in-depth
research. Concerning the efficiency of public adaptation policies, we distinguish three dimensions, namely extent, structure
(form and timing) and organisation (vertical and horizontal) of public adaptation. For either case, potential political biases
are investigated taking into consideration the self-interests and influence of voters, pressure groups, bureaucrats and politicians in a representative democracy framework.
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Motivation

Besides mitigation, adaptation to climate change is a natural component within any climate policy
strategy that aims at maximising welfare or minimising total costs associated with climate change,
respectively. 1 Achieving the minimisation of total costs through mitigation implies operating with the
optimised residual damage cost function, which is obtained by implementing the optimal adaptation
effort, such that the sum of residual damage and adaptation costs is minimised. In the view of lacking
success of international negotiations on mitigation, the adaptation option becomes even more important. Numerous countries have initiated a process of adaptation by drafting strategies or action
plans for public adaptation measures. 2 Hence there is a particular need to support this process at the
scientific level. So far, the respective contributions of the economic discipline have mainly focused on
the normative question how optimal public adaptation should look like. Basically, this entails issues
like assessing the costs and benefits of adaptation at the sectoral, regional and global level or giving
advice on the optimal degree and timing of adaptation (possibly combined with mitigation) based on
optimisation models (Agrawala 2011). However, comprehensive policy advice additionally requires
an investigation of the political process from a positive perspective, in order to reveal and understand the drivers of and barriers to efficient public adaptation. In this respect, Public Choice theory
seems to be a promising approach, since its focal point is on the self-interest driven behaviour of
actors and stakeholders involved in the political process which certainly determines the adaptation
policy output to a considerable extent. This particularly pertains against the background of various
characteristics of the adaptation option and the surrounding policy framework that explicitly foster
such behaviour. In the first place, there is neither a clear-cut framing of adaptation and distinction
from other measures, nor a clear-cut success metric for evaluating public adaptation efforts. Referring to the policy framework, there is often a lack of clear-cut responsibilities and specific adaptation
budgets. All these features give rise to potential self-interest-oriented manipulation of the public
adaptation output and facilitate the exertion of influence through vested interests in the decisionmaking process.
Consequently, answering the fundamental questions raised by Public Choice, such as ‘Which
societal groups are involved in the political process?’, ‘What kind of interests do they pursue?’, ‘How
does policy affect these interests?’ and ‘How do these groups interact and take influence on the political process?’ obviously plays a key role in developing means for correcting and preventing suboptimal outcomes of public adaptation. However, the Public Choice based research on adaptation is still
in its infancy. Apart from only few case studies, considering interest groups’ specific preferences for
different adaptation options (Mortsch and Mills 1996; de Loë and Kreutzwiser 2000), Michaelowa
(2001) was the first to apply Public Choice theory to climate change adaptation. He identifies the
main actors that are typically involved in the political adaptation process, such as politicians, bureaucrats, voters and various interest groups (e.g. environmental NGOs, providers of adaptation infrastructure, other industry). Additionally, he briefly appraises the respective interests these actors typically pursue with respect to the adaptation outcome. However, there are, up to now, no efforts in
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More recently, “climate engineering” is increasingly being discussed as a third option. This field envisages (mostly technical) interventions in the Earth’s climate system to reduce the greenhouse effect caused by existing GHG emissions. Given
the massive uncertainties surrounding the effectiveness, costs, and environmental effects of such interventions, the scientific community sees geo-engineering at best as an emergency option for the future, one that is not, however, to be considered at present (see Gawel 2011 on the current research landscape).
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advancing this approach towards a broad conceptual framework in order to tackle the questions
stated above.
This paper aims at closing this gap, thus revealing general Public Choice related barriers to efficient public adaptation and providing a starting point for further in-depth research. Based on the
political structures and institutions of representative democracy, we build upon the standard Public
Choice models for checking if and how the interaction between policy-makers, voters, interest
groups and bureaucrats in each case induces a deviation from the efficient outcome of public adaptation in terms of
• extent (level of effort),
• structure (type of adaptation measures/instruments) and
• organisation (plane of action; distribution of responsibilities in horizontal and vertical terms).
Concerning extent, we enlarge upon a special case, given by emergency relief as kind of reactive public adaptation. This is for the reason that the extent of such relief plays a crucial role concerning the incentives for private actors to engage in self-provision against catastrophic events induced
by climate change. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. At the outset of Section 2, the basic
Public Choice framework is introduced. Building upon this, the related barriers to efficient public
adaptation are investigated with respect to extent (Section 2.1), structure (Section 2.2) and organisation (Section 2.3). Finally, Section 3 offers conclusions and discusses scope for further research.

2

A Public Choice approach for studying barriers to efficient public adaptation

Clearly, the incentives and scope for self-interest driven behaviour of politicians and related actor
groups as well as the associated outcome of the policy process strongly depend on the underlying
political system. Against this background, we restrict ourselves to the case of representative democracy in developed countries in order to allow for an in-depth analysis which would be impossible
when comparing different political systems.
Which actor groups are typically involved in the political adaptation process in such system
and which (self-) interests do they basically pursue (for a broad overview see Michaelowa 2001)? In
the first place, politicians, being organised in parties, promote adaptation-relevant decisions. Their
main interest is to maximise votes. Consequently, their behaviour is strongly oriented towards both
the voters’ preferences and their term of office. The public adaptation measures and instruments
stemming from the politicians’ decisions are implemented and monitored by bureaucracies (supply
side of public adaptation). These are either interested in maximising the budget which is allocated to
their jurisdiction in order to increase power. On the other hand, bureaucrats may aim at blowing up
their production costs in order to enable on-the-job consumption or excess staff and emoluments
(so-called slack maximisation) or pursue risk-avoiding strategies (Mueller 2003, p. 368 ff.). Since adaptation is highly context-dependent, public adaptation covers a broad range of measures from dyke
construction for flood protection on a local level to international efforts in basic research, e.g. with
respect to drought resistant crops. Consequently, both the politicians and bureaucracies dealing with
adaptation act in various political levels and contexts and profit by peculiar degrees of freedom for
decision-making in this field. As stated above, voters play a major role in taking influence on the outcome of adaptation policy (demand side of public adaptation). Basically, they long for government
action that keeps potential residual damages associated with climate change at the lowest possible
level for reasons of utility maximisation. Many voters pursue specific interests and thus get organised
in interest groups in order to lobby for policy decisions that support their goals (Michaelowa 2001).
3

Major interest groups are providers of adaptation infrastructure or other industries that try to influence the outcome of public adaptation such that their profits are maximised. Moreover, non-profit
organisations or NGOs, respectively, engage in lobbying. For instance, development NGOs will push
the adaptation needs in developing countries while environmental NGOs point to concerns of nature
preservation which might be undermined by specific adaptation projects. Finally, media play a crucial
role in influencing the voters’ demand for adaptation by reporting on negative impacts or potential
threats due to climate change.
Adaptation policy basically comprises three dimensions, which similarly serve as control variable for the various actor and interest groups in order to exert influence. The most elementary dimension is simply given by the extent of adaptation, which, in a first step, refers to the question
whether adaptation in a specific field of action is carried out by public authorities at all (compared to
spontaneous, private adaptation), and – given this is the case – in a second step, to the amount to be
invested in the associated adaptation measure. Of similar interest to the actor groups is the structure
of public adaptation. In this respect, we distinguish – following Michaelowa (2001) – between structural (i.e. technical) and non-structural (i.e. societal) adaptation, or simply state provision versus regulation, in terms of the adaptation form. Furthermore, we distinguish between anticipatory and reactive adaptation in terms of timing. Finally, the last control variable refers to the organisation of public adaptation, which mainly comprises the allocation of competences and responsibilities between
the various public authorities within a multi-level governance framework. Particularly, responsibilities have to be allocated and integrated, respectively, both in vertical (authorities on different political levels – international, national, regional, local) and horizontal terms (authorities placed on the
same political level but related to different policy fields or territorial entities).
In the following, we scrutinise how the various actor and interest groups take influence on
these dimensions of public adaptation. In each case, we start out on a descriptive level by defining
the dimensions and illustrating how they look like in different adaptation contexts. Then, we employ
traditional economic theory in order to establish a benchmark on the optimal manifestation of each
dimension from a normative perspective. Building upon this benchmark, we turn to the main part of
our analysis by investigating from a positive perspective if and how the self-interest driven behaviour
of the various actor groups creates barriers to efficient public adaptation with respect to extent,
structure and organisation. For this purpose, well-established models and approaches of Public
Choice Theory are adopted.
2.1 Efficiency in terms of extent
a) Descriptive analysis: Problem setting
‘Extent’ as a dimension of adaptation involves two interlinked components/sub-dimensions. First,
there is the dichotomous sub-dimension, referring to the question, whether the adaptation is rendered by public authorities or left to autonomous decisions of private actors which are coordinated
by the market mechanism (see e.g. Fankhauser et al. 1999). 3 Provided there is government intervention, a further, continuous sub-dimension concerning the extent of public adaptation opens up, the
intensity in which public adaptation takes place. This dimension is of continuous form since basically
any amount of (available) public means can be invested for a specific adaptation purpose. The extent
of adaptation in this respect is closely correlated to the specific adaptation context and comprises a
3

Note that besides individuals/private actors, autonomous adaptation similarly can be rendered by ecosystems (Smit et al.
1999). However, since our focus is on societal adaptation, we restrict ourselves to the former case.
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wide range of manifestations, such as the height of a dyke within a local flood protection measure or,
on the national level, the total sum to be invested in a society’s adaptation programme.
Additionally, we enlarge upon a special manifestation of this continuous sub-dimension
which is of particular importance for adaptation policy. In terms of reactive adaptation measures,
public authorities have to decide on the extent of emergency relief to be provided in case of (catastrophic) extreme weather events. In many European countries, such schemes of governmental
emergency relief co-exist with market based insurance against natural hazards (Raschky et al. 2012).
According to rational choice theory, these two schemes are substitutes for which reason governmental relief programs are likely to crowd out private insurance (so-called 'charity hazard', see Browne
and Hoyt 2000). In this respect, the prospect of (costless) public aid gives rise to moral hazard on the
part of private actors which refrain from buying insurances or investing in preventive measures. Consequently, the profitability of offering hazard-related insurances decreases and forces some providers to leave the market. Thus, the remaining companies are forced to raise premiums for covering
costs, which in turn induces a downshift in demand and hence an even lower supply and higher prices. This kind of vicious circle is known as ‘disaster syndrome’ in the respective literature (Kunreuther
and Pauly 2004). For this reason, the extent of governmental emergency relief plays a crucial role in
influencing the incentives of private actors to invest in private insurance and self-protection (Osberghaus et al. 2010). Governmental schemes can be distinguished by two attributes: the degree of
damage coverage and whether the relief is granted with certainty or not. For instance, Austria offers
a scheme with certain but partial relief (whereas the degree of coverage is not fixed ex ante) against
what Germany’s relief offers uncertain but full relief (Raschky et al. 2012).
b) Normative analysis: Recommendations given by economic theory
Economic theory gives a clear statement with respect to the appropriateness and legitimacy of government intervention in the adaptation process. Basically, the market mechanism is considered as
superior instrument for inducing efficient decentralised adaptations to changing framework conditions. Thus, public adaptation is only required in case of market failure. Moreover, societal, nonefficiency-related goals which are not transported by the market mechanism, such as ecological goals
or distributive justice basically provide legitimisation for government intervention as well. However,
these non-economic grounds go beyond the scope of our paper, which covers efficient public adaptation and related barriers (Figure 1). 4

Figure 1: Legitimisation of government intervention in the adaptation process (Gawel and Heuson 2011)
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For more details see Gawel and Heuson (2011).
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The primary reason for government intervention is given by forms of classical market failure.
Several adaptation measures display the characteristics of public goods. The associated incentives for
free-riding are well-known to induce a suboptimally low level of autonomous adaptation efforts. 5
Public adaptation goods can be given on the global (e.g. basic research on drought resistant crops),
national (e.g. adaptation of transregional waterways) and local level (e.g. dyke building) (Cimato and
Mullan 2010). Moreover, possible external effects emerging from adaptation measures, such as negative environmental effects stemming due to the excessive use of air conditioners, call for public
intervention. In terms of adaptation, the problem of asymmetric information mainly concerns the
insurance sector (Osberghaus et al. 2010). Insurances for the protection against extreme weather
events such as storms or hail constitute an important form of autonomous adaptation. Private actors
are likely to render too low efforts in self-protection (e.g. in terms of securing their properties against
storm damages) after having covered insurance. In order to prevent that these “moral hazards” harm
insurance markets, the government is to establish obligatory safety standards on a legal basis, for
instance within the scope of building law. The last form of classical market failure is given by market
power, which might undermine efficient autonomous adaptation when the adaptation (or the new
construction for reasons of adaptation) of water or energy related networks is involved, which typically constitute natural monopolies due to the high share of fixed costs. In terms of extended market
failure, a lack of institutional requirements for functioning markets might call for adaptation policy
measures on the one hand. For instance the construction of an agricultural irrigation system can only
be accomplished when the property rights of the respective sources of water are well-defined. On
the other hand, psychological and behavioural economic studies point out that – contrary to the postulate of neoclassical economics – the behaviour of private actors is frequently subject to bounded
rationality (e.g. for cultural ideals or norms) and temporal inconsistencies (such as inertia, procrastination or strategic ignorance), leading to inefficient autonomous adaptation in each case (Carrillo
and Mariotti 2000; Osberghaus, Finkel, Pohl 2010; Gifford 2011). Beyond market failure, existing,
non-adaptation-related regulation can hamper autonomous adaptation and thus provide a further
legitimisation of government action on economic grounds. For instance, practitioners point out that
regulations of the German water law complicate the implementation of adapted irrigation systems in
the agricultural sector (Zebisch et al. 2005).
Given that public adaptation is legitimate from a normative perspective for one of the abovementioned reasons, the question arises which intensity of adaptation is appropriate. Economic theory clearly suggests pursuing the “optimal” level of adaptation. Strictly speaking, since adaptation and
mitigation are substitutes in alleviating the adverse impacts of climate change and thus are inevitably
tied to each other, the optimal levels of mitigation and adaptation need to be determined jointly (at
least on the global or national level). Concretely, optimisation in this respect requires balancing the
marginal costs and benefits of mitigation, whereas the marginal benefits stem from balancing the
marginal costs of adaptation with the residual marginal damages (Tol 2005). However, since our focus is on barriers to efficient public adaptation, we fade out mitigation as climate policy variable in
what follows for the sake of simplicity. That is, the normative benchmark concerning the extent of
adaptation (in terms of the continuous sub-dimension) is simply given by the maximisation the associated net benefits, i.e. the social marginal benefits and costs have to be equated. Since adaptation is
highly heterogeneous and context-dependent, the manifestation of the optimal extent is tied to the
level of analysis, as can be seen from Figure 2:
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The “optimal level of adaptation” will be defined in the subsequent part of this section.
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Figure 2: Dimensions of optimal public adaptation (Heuson et al. 2012)

To sum up, the efficiency of public adaptation in terms of extent implies the legitimacy of the
specific intervention on economic grounds. Building upon that, the precise amount to be invested in
respective public adaptation measures or in the implementation of related policy instruments, respectively, have to follow cost benefit considerations. Given that a specific intervention is illegitimate, it is necessarily inefficient as well (see also Figure 3 below).
Finally, emergency relief in case of catastrophic events as a specific form of responsive public
adaptation deserves particular consideration with respect to the optimal extent. In the first place,
from a purely economic point of view, it is the task of the private actors to hedge against related
damages through insurances or measures of self-protection. Thus, any government intervention
would be detrimental concerning optimality in this regard (Osberghaus et al. 2010). However, welfare states are commonly expected to “act as insurer of last resort” (Raschky et al. 2012, p. 8); i.e.,
emergency relief should be guaranteed provided that it is justified by social welfare concerns. In case
there is some governmental relief scheme, the empirical study by Raschky et al. (2012) suggests that
it should keep citizens uncertain with respect to the degree of coverage or the question whether the
relief is guaranteed at all. This is for the reason that due to uncertainty, citizens are induced to engage in private insurance and hence crowding out can be limited to a certain extent. The study shows
that this limitation is more effective when the grant as such is uncertain compared to an uncertain
degree of coverage. Moreover, the emergency relief should be restricted to the most essential
needs, such that the incentives for private actors to invest in precautionary measures are kept as
strong as possible, and be distributed among those affected according to the needs, i.e. the benefit
of a given amount of relief should be maximised (Osberghaus et al. 2010).
c) Positive analysis: Actual outcome of the political adaption process
In this section, we analyse Public Choice related barriers that potentially hamper an efficient outcome of the public adaptation process in terms of extent (Figure 3). These barriers may on the one
hand affect the discrete sub-dimension of extent-related efficiency, i.e., cause government intervention despite it is illegitimate or lead to inaction on the part of public authorities despite intervention
is necessary on economic grounds. On the other hand, the barriers may induce inefficiency with respect to the continuous sub-dimension, i.e. over- (marginal costs exceed marginal benefits of adaptation) or underinvestment (marginal benefits exceed marginal costs) in a given measure. As stated
above, the intention of this paper is not to check the efficiency of specific measures on the grounds
of Public Choice theory, but rather to reveal – abstracting from concrete measures – general efficien7

cy-related barriers emerging from self-interest driven behaviour of actors which are involved in the
adaptation policy process. In this respect it is important to see that the nature of the barrier-related
problems affecting the two sub-dimensions is basically the same: the barriers cause either an excess
(discrete sub-dimension: implementation of illegitimate measures; continuous sub-dimension: overinvestment) or a lack of public adaptation efforts (discrete: absence of necessary intervention; continuous: underinvestment). Thus, it is natural to assume that the same barriers stemming from considerations of Public Choice theory either produce an excess (type I barriers) or a lack of public adaptation (type II barriers), respectively. For this reason, it is not necessary to distinguish between the
two sub-dimensions in the following analysis.

Figure 3: Analysis of Public Choice related barriers to efficient public adaptation in terms of extent

A priori, it is not unambiguous whether the self-interest of the above-mentioned actor
groups induces barriers of type I or type II. Rather, as will be seen in the following, there are groups
whose influence actually may induce barriers of both types. For this reason, it does not make sense
to structure the subsequent analysis by the type of barriers. Instead, we think of the outcome of the
political adaptation process as counterpart to the equilibrium within a free market economy following Mueller (2003, p. 359) and organise the barriers in the way they are rooted in the various market
components: the demand for public adaptation arising from voters, which may get organised in interest groups; the government and politicians as kind of institution similar to the market mechanism,
which aggregates and balances the individual demands for public policies; finally, the supply of public
adaptation is provided by bureaucracy. 6 In this sense, the barriers are either rooted in the demand or
supply side, which of course cannot be analysed isolated. Rather, demand and supply has to be analysed in the way it interacts with the government sector. Finally, the barriers may be rooted in the
political “market mechanism” itself, i.e. in the mechanisms and procedures for generating policy decisions.
We start out with the last-mentioned source of barriers, i.e. the government sector. According to the fundamental hypothesis of Downs (1957), the self-interest of politicians translates into
6

Thus, adaptation bureaucracy forms part of provisioning administration – in contrast to the interfering administration that
is characteristic of environmental bureaucracies in other respects (see Gawel 1995).
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vote maximising behaviour, i.e. parties organise their policies with the goal of winning elections. At
first glance, this endeavour should induce politicians to meet the voters’ needs and hence foster the
optimal adaptation outcome – provided that there are no distortions emerging from the demand or
supply side. However, there is a major source of barriers inherent to the political system which might
cause a deviation from the efficient extent of adaptation. Vote maximisation raises some incentives
for politicians to manipulate cost benefit assessments of public adaptation measures or interventions, which serve as legitimisation for the latter and determine the respective amount to be invested at the same time. Consequently, the political cost benefit analysis does not reflect the true social
costs and benefits (Blankart 2011, p. 494 ff.). Consider for instance dyke construction as an example
for an anticipatory public adaptation measure. In terms of benefits, politicians do not only account
for the social benefit, i.e. the (expected) amount of avoided damages, but additionally assess the
expenditures for the construction and maintenance of the dyke since these yield profits for local
enterprises through the respective public contract and stimulate private demand, which fosters the
probability for being re-elected in each case. With respect to the costs-side, the main distorting component is given by the dyke’s political opportunity costs. These costs result from the public means
that are bounded to the project thus cannot be used to serve the demands of other interest groups,
leading in turn to a loss of votes or a failed increase in votes, respectively. Additionally, the increases
in taxes or debts which are possibly necessary to finance the dyke diminish the voters’ support. The
respective loss of votes additionally overstates the costs within the political cost benefit analysis
compared to the social optimum. Obviously, the additional components stemming from the politicians’ vote-maximising behaviour on the benefit side lead to an excess (type I barrier), while those on
the cost side lead to a lack of public adaptation (type II barrier). Which of the two distortions dominates in the end clearly depends on the nature of the project, i.e. on the related expenditures and
impacts on (local economy), and moreover on the politicians’ expectations about the associated consequences on voting behaviour.
Apart from these barriers rooted in the government sector itself, the vote-maximising politicians’ decision on the extent of adaptation is clearly subject to the voters’ preferences that constitute the demand for public adaptation. If these preferences correctly reflect the true social adaptation benefits, no distortions had to be feared from the demand side. However, this is rarely the case
in several respects. In the first place, a recent survey suggests that it is fair to assume that the general public, i.e. private households, exhibit a rather low awareness of the adaptation option and its
necessity. 7 This is aggravated by the fact that adaptation measures are often not easy to define and
delimit from measures belonging to other public fields of action (“which part of flood protection policy is due to climate change?”) for which reason it is, for the general public, difficult to state a clear
preference for adaptation at all (Heuson et al. 2012). Combined with the highly uncertain and often
long-term impacts and the associated bounded rationality of individuals in terms of temporal inconsistencies, such as hyperbolic discounting leading e.g. to inertia (Cimato and Mullan 2010), the general public’s preferences are likely to underrepresent the true social benefit of public adaptation
(type II barrier). However, climate change related extreme weather events and resulting damages
clearly lead to a stronger emphasis on public adaptation on the part of the voters after such events
7

To our knowledge, there is no survey explicitly investigating the general public’s awareness of climate change adaptation.
However, DEFRA (2010) gathers information on the awareness of private organisations, i.e. primarily firms, in the UK. One
of the main results shows that small companies with less than 10 employees tend not to think about risk and opportunities
of climate change and are thus unaware of adaptation. On the contrary, the vast majority of the large firms (more than 250
employees) takes care of climate change and already has implemented first steps towards adaptation measures. These
results suggest that the lack of awareness similarly applies to private households since these, like small firms, possibly do
not see an economic case for adaptation.
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(Bryant et al. 2000). The voters’ demand might additionally be boosted by the media, which have –
except for catastrophic events causing a high public attention and increasing sales – a limited interest
in reporting on adaptation-related issues (Michaelowa 2001). So there is possibly a temporary excess
of demand for public adaptation (type I barrier) in the aftermath of catastrophic events which however shrinks over time – until a new event occurs.
Voters can get organized in interest groups that pursue specific goals with respect to adaptation. Private companies providing adaptation infrastructure and technologies increase profits with
rising sales and thus push for a level of public adaptation above the optimum (type I barrier). However, the theory of rent-seeking (Krueger 1974) suggests that there might be a reverse incentive. Public
adaptation goods whose production is delegated to the private sector give rise to rent-seeking efforts of firms, i.e. these try to push politicians for creating, sustaining or increasing a monopoly (-like)
position in order to extract the associated rents. For instance, a company could struggle for being
exclusively charged (underpinned by official licenses) with building dykes in a certain region or country by bringing forward arguments of quality assurance or other informational or financial means of
influence (see below). Of course, the extraction of monopolistic rents is associated with output
shortage leading to a suboptimal low level of public adaptation (type II barrier).
Principally, private companies in other sectors seek to pass their adaptation costs to the public by overstating the need for public adaptation measures or funding, tax breaks and subsidies for
enabling own adaptation measures (type I barrier). However, according to the study of DEFRA (2010),
this only applies to large companies (more than 250 employees), since only these (contrary to small
companies with less than 10 employees) are aware of the adaptation option and see an economic
case for it. Thus, small companies won’t push public adaptation; presumably, with analogous reasoning to the case of private households, their preferences underestimate the true social benefit of public adaptation (type II barrier).
Finally, the goals of NGOs might be affected by public adaptation. For instance, environmental groups typically consider adaptation as distraction from mitigation which offers – contrary to
adaptation – a comprehensive protection against the adverse impacts of climate change. Thus, these
groups advocate the public sector to abstain from adaptation measures – except the protection of a
specific environmental good, e.g. ecosystem, is involved – which possibly creates type II barriers
(Michaelowa 2001). The influence on the extent of public adaptation emanating from other NGOs is
less clear-cut. Typically, these groups prefer public measures in specific sectors or fields of action,
such as health- or development-related measures, which makes it hard to appraise there influence
on total public adaptation efforts. 8
The exertion of influence through the interest groups takes place in various ways. The most
obvious way is to render financial support for the candidate or party that represents the interest
group’s goal at the best, in order to enable informative or persuasive campaigns that lead to an increase in votes (Mueller and Stratmann 1994). Another important option is given by lobbying efforts,
which basically comprise any one-way transfer of information from interest groups to politicians
(Mueller 2003, p. 496). This information may either refer to the interest group’s preferences or a
state of the world relevant for the outcome of the public adaptation project. The group will overstate
its preferences or distort the information on the state of the world, respectively, in order to manipulate the political decision for its own end (Milgrom and Roberts 1985; Crawford and Sobel 1982). This
kind of information transfer implies that the interest group has an information advantage over the
policy makers, which is necessarily true concerning its preferences. Moreover, it is reasonable to
8
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assume that many decisions on public adaptation measures are subject to a considerable extent of
uncertainty such that interest groups invest in studies that distort the information on state of the
world in intended manner. For instance, a dyke construction company may invest in studies that
overstate the flood risk in a specific region. Note that all kinds of efforts in influencing political decisions by the various interest groups do not only give rise to an excess or lack in public adaptation
(type I/II barrier) but additionally diminish social welfare since lobbying activities as such are not productive (Congleton 1988). It is important to see that public adaptation is especially prone to distorting influences of interest groups. This is for the reason that politicians can serve the various interests without causing too much opposition on the part of the broad public since (public) adaptation
is rather fuzzy and hard to delimit from measures of other fields of action. Additionally, adaptation
lacks both a clear-cut success metric and special budgets to be publically justified and defended. Table 1 sums up the demand-side groups’ influence on the extent of public adaptation, including the
residual, non-organised group of voters.

Table 1: Influence of demand-side (interest) groups on the extent of public adaptation

Which of the (interest) groups is likely to prevail? According to political-support-approaches
going back to Stigler (1971) and Peltzman (1976), policy makers choose the level of public adaptation
such that the political support of the various groups in terms of votes is maximised (so called political-economic equilibrium). This implies trading off losses and gains in support arising from opposed
goals of the various groups. As pointed out by Olson (1971), the respective group’s influence crucially
depends on its capability in getting organised. The representation of interests and the exertion of
influence on politicians is a public good to the group members. Thus, the aforesaid capability decreases with the group size, since smaller groups are less susceptible to free-riding. Additionally, essential preconditions for a strong influence are given by a strong financial basis, technical issues like
the access to media, clearness of the goal to be pursued and homogeneity of the group members’
respective preferences. Taking all these factors into account allows for drawing the conclusion that
the unorganised group of private households as well as small firms that are not part of the adaptation industry probably play a minor role in influencing the extent of public adaptation due to the very
large group size and a lack of clear and strong preferences. Environmental and other NGOs have a
considerable smaller group size; however, they often lack a strong financial basis and homogenous
preferences among their group members with respect to public adaptation. Thus, they won’t considerably influence the political-economic equilibrium either. The opposite applies for providers of adaptation infrastructure and large firms of other industries. They exhibit a rather small group size,
financial strength and thus have access to media. Moreover, they pursue a clear homogenous goal
which is maximising sales of adaptation infrastructure or passing on adaptation costs to the public,
respectively. The reverse effect of rent-seeking is likely to be outweighed by the otherwise given
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pursuit of boosting public adaptation – both on the part of firms providing adaptation infrastructure
and large firms of other industries. Consequently, there is a tendency for the type I barriers to be
dominating on the demand side. However, it is out of the question to take this conclusion for granted
as generally valid because of the abstract level of the analysis at hand.
Having investigated barriers rooted in the demand side and government-sector itself, the focus is now on potential barriers due to self-interest driven behaviour of the actors on the supply side.
Generally, government outputs, such as public adaptation measures or instruments, are implemented, controlled or regulated by bureaucracies (Mueller 2003, p. 359). Basically, there are three types
of self-interest on the part of bureaucrats that may give rise to a distorted outcome.
The dominating postulate in Public Choice theory claims that bureaucrats strive to maximise
the budget they obtain from the government. The reasoning for this assumption is that budget maximisation is positively and monotonically related to a number of goals that bureaucrats are likely to
pursue: “salary, perquisites of the office, public reputation, power, patronage and output of the bureau” (Niskanen 1971, p. 38). The scope for budget maximisation arises from the special bargaining
situation between government and bureaucracy which Niskanen (1971) describes as follows. 9 The
bureau is the monopolistic supplier of the considered good, its cost function is private information
and it is institutionally allowed to make take-it-or-leave-it budget proposals to the government. 10
Due to the associated informational advantage, the bureau is in the position to push through an output level which is higher compared to the efficient level and hence involves an increased budget.
Consequently, this type of behaviour induces an excess of public adaptation (type I barrier).
A different type of behaviour to be found on the part of bureaucrats is given by slack maximisation (see e.g. Wyckoff 1990). The respective studies argue that bureaucracies may not only try
to extract rents from the government by increasing output beyond the optimal level and thus raising
the budget; alternatively, they may decide to produce any given output level at a higher cost. The
cost increase can be achieved by enforcing higher wages through pay settlements, hiring additional
staff or increasing the employment of capital (Blankart 2011, p. 549). All these additional expenditures are not necessary for production, but are associated with beneficial effects for the bureaucrats.
Clearly, the maximisation of these side-effects, i.e. of the (organisational) slack, 11 leads both to technical inefficiency of production (X-inefficiency), since the cost per output is too high, and to allocative
inefficiency, since the increase in costs ensues an inefficiently low output level (type II barrier).
Finally, several empirical surveys suggest that bureaucrats exhibit a considerable extent of
risk aversion (e.g. Gist and Hill 1981; Dávila et al. 1999). The latter can induce bureaucracies to avoid
risky, but from a social view beneficial, projects that the government would enforce if it could monitor the bureaucracies’ activities without cost (Mueller 2003, p. 370). Against the background of the
massive uncertainty associated with climate change which spread to the benefit of adaptation, it
seems natural that a considerable share of public adaptation measures or projects may not be realised due to risk-avoiding bureaucrats (type II barrier).
9

A slight modification of the Niskanen (1971) model is given by the Leviathan theory developed by Brennan and Buchanan
(2006), which assumes that government and bureaucracy are fused and exploit their power over the citizens by maximising
the size of the public sector. Obviously, this equally results in an excess of public adaptation – probably even to a greater
extent due to the additional power stemming from the fusion.
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Relaxing one of these assumptions necessarily weakens the bureaucracy’s bargaining position and hence reduces the
scope for budget maximisation (Mueller 2003). For instance, models of congressional dominance argue that the government sector can exert pressure on bureaucracy through the allocation of financial means and the implementation of procedural rules and thus gain control (e.g. Weingast and Marshall 1988).
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Precisely, this slack is given by the difference between the revenue and the minimum cost of production (Wyckoff 1990,
p. 35).
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Note that the bureaucrats’ ability to manipulate the output level in each of the three cases
requires an informational advantage regarding the cost of adaptation and the impossibility to monitor the bureaucrats without (considerable) costs on the part of the government, respectively. In this
regard, adaptation offers special scope for enforcing the bureaucrats’ self-interests. Adaptation
measures are typically kind of fuzzy and hard to delimit from measures related to other political
fields of action. Moreover, there is neither a public budget which is especially dedicated for purposes
of adaptation, nor do clear-cut success metrics exist for evaluating the adaptation output. All these
characteristics help the bureaucrats to disguise their true costs and efforts in terms of adaptation.
To sum up, the supply-side is subject to incentives for both fostering an in- and decrease in
public adaptation which makes it difficult to draw a general conclusion with respect to the final outcome. A reasonable guess might be to assume that – against the background of the immense uncertainty associated with climate change and adaptation projects – bureaucrats give considerable
weight to the goal of risk avoidance. This in turn does not only lead to rejection of risky projects, but
also to preferring rent extraction through slack maximisation (allowing for a limited extent of adaptation output and the related risks) over rent-extraction through budget maximisation (entailing an
increase in output and risks), i.e., according to this guess, type II barriers would prevail on the supply
side.
To conclude the positive analysis with respect to the extent of adaptation, Figure 4 provides
an overview of the related barriers rooted in the demand and supply side as well as in the government sector. Even when making the above-mentioned assumptions concerning the total effect of
barriers within these three groups of actors, it is impossible to assess the total overall outcome with
regard to extent-related efficiency of public adaptation.

Figure 4: Overview of barriers to extent-related efficiency of public adaptation
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Finally, turn to the special case of extent in terms of emergency relief. In the first place, simple Public Choice considerations suggest that politicians cannot follow the strict economic postulation by credibly committing ex-ante not to provide any relief to those affected by a catastrophic
event ex post (Coate 1995). This is due to the pressure arising from the media as well as the general
public in case of such events, which forces the vote-maximising politicians to grant support because
otherwise re-election is at stake. Of course, this particularly applies to election years as can be seen
from the flood in Germany in 2002 which helped chancellor Schröder to be re-elected by promising
governmental emergency assistance up to EUR 400 million (Raschky et al. 2012). Seeing that it is
impossible to restrain from any funding, do existing relief schemes account for the need to leave
citizens uncertain with respect to the granting and/or degree of coverage? This is indeed the case, as
can be seen from the examples of Austria and Germany (Raschky et al. 2012). Admittedly, the respective design of the schemes probably has not only been chosen for limiting the crowding-out effect,
but rather serves as a useful instrument for the politicians to adjust the amount of support depending on whether elections are due or not. As a consequence, damages are likely to be overcompensated in election years (Citlak and Wagner 2001; type I barrier) against what the relief may not suffice
to cover the elementary needs otherwise (type II barrier). An insufficient extent of aid might also
arise for reasons of risk-avoidance and over-cautiousness in disaster-management (Sobel and Leeson
2006). Public Choice related barriers may not only affect the efficient extent of governmental relief,
but also the efficient allocation of the related means, which probably does not follow the true social
benefits, but rather focuses on the regions which play a significant role for the elections’ outcome
(Garrett and Sobel 2003). A last fundamental barrier stems from the phenomenon of ‘glory seeking’
which was observed within disaster management in the wake of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Policy
makers prevented private organisations from helping those affected and confiscated their supplies in
order to achieve more recognition (and finally votes) on their own behalf (Sobel and Leeson 2006).
2.2 Efficiency in terms of the structure of adaptation
a) Descriptive analysis: Problem setting
The benchmark-setting paper of Smit et al. (1999) sketches the structure of adaptation by a variety of
attributes characterising the nature of adaptation measures and instruments. In what follows, we
focus on the two most concise attributes in order to allow for a clear-cut analysis of efficiency and
public choice related barriers in terms of structure and preventing overload by this means. With respect to timing, Smit et al. (1999) differentiate between anticipatory measures that aim at alleviating
adverse impacts of climate change ex ante, i.e. before these occur, and reactive measures, that are
implemented ex post, i.e. as response to a specific damage. 12 The second main attribute we consider
refers to the form of adaptation. In this respect, adaptation is either of technical nature, i.e., directed
at changing physical infrastructures, or of societal nature, i.e. “enhancing the resilience of a society
through planning or provision of (non-infrastructure) options to cope with climatic stresses” (Michaelowa 2001, p. 5). Figure 5 provides some exemplary public adaptation measures for the various combinations of these two attributes.
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Michaelowa (2001) argues that the distinction between anticipatory and reactive measures is not clear-cut since most
adaptation is supposed to be anticipatory. Only when it has proved to be insufficient, there will be reaction. While this
might be true to a certain extent, we believe that it is necessary to distinguish between these two kinds of measures in any
case. This is for the reason that there are, as will be seen below, incentives for specific actor groups to prefer either of
them, giving rise to barriers in terms of efficient adaptation structure.
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Figure 5: Structure of public adaptation measures

b) Normative analysis: Recommendations given by economic theory
Naturally, the structure of adaptation is somewhat harder to grasp in economic thinking and modelling compared to extent, for which reason there is no such concise normative recommendation regarding the efficient design. In terms of timing, there is the following trade-off to be considered between anticipatory and reactive measures. From a simple microeconomic perspective, an adaptation
investment should be postponed as long as the benefits of postponement (avoided investment costs)
are greater than the associated costs (higher climate change damages). This rule suggests that anticipatory adaptation is more likely to be relevant for “long-lived investments, measures with a long lead
time, and measures where subsequent retrofitting would be expensive” (Fankhauser et al. 1999, p.
71). Moreover, anticipatory action is obligatory, when climate change involves irreversible effects or
damages. To sum up, public adaptation presumably covers a balanced mix of anticipatory and reactive measures, the former referring to sectors with a high capital intensity, the latter to those with a
low intensity (Mendelsohn 2000). The precise optimal adaptation pathway of a specific economy
clearly depends on the economic, technological and natural framework conditions and their reflection within respective growth and integrated assessment models (for an overview of the various
modeling approaches see Agrawala et al. 2011).
In terms of the efficient adaptation form, even less explicit recommendations are provided
by economic theory. However, given the heterogeneous and context-dependant character of
adaptation, again, like in case of timing, most probably a balanced mix of measures is required in
order to address all the specific challenges and needs to decrease vulnerability – starting with dyke
building right through to institutional reforms in the agricultural sector. It is standing to reason that
public adaptation measures should be appropriate for the type of market failure to be corrected. For
instance, state provision is necessary in case of information or dykes as a public good while the correction of externalities may require taxes. Presumably, there is a multiplicity of simultaneous market
failures which calls for a mix of public activities. However, choosing such a balanced mix is also likely
to be legitimised on economic grounds within a specific field of action because of increasing marginal
costs and diminishing marginal returns of adaptation, respectively. For instance, it might be
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reaonable to adress heat stress with a broad range of measures starting with irrigation systems right
through to basic research on drought-resistant crops.
c) Positive analysis: Actual outcome of the political adaption process
Basically, the same approaches for revealing Public-Choice related barriers with respect to the efficient extent of public adaptation can be used for the case of efficiency in terms of structure. Hence,
the question to be answered is whether self-interest driven behaviour of the various actor groups
involved in the adaptation policy process causes a deviation from the above-motivated balanced mix
of public adaptation with regard to timing and form. For familiar reasons (see Section 2.1), we organise the barriers by actor groups (demand of public adaptation – voters and interest groups; supply –
bureaucracy; “market mechanism” – government sector).
We start out again by considering the barrier which is inherent to the political system, i.e.
causes deviations independently from any influence of the demand or supply side: the discrepancy
between political and social cost benefit assessments of adaptation measures (Blankart 2011, p. 494
ff.). With respect to timing, one major source of distortion is given by the politicians’ limited timehorizon. Due to their focus on being (re-)elected, they tend to discount costs and benefits that accrue
beyond their term of office by a rate considerably exceeding the market interest rate or the social
discount rate, respectively. 13 Consequently, the timing of public adaptation is likely to be biased in
favour of reactive measures, since these promise immediate and rather certain political benefits
(public attention, media notice etc.). Moreover, reactive measures such as emergency relief can be
pointedly used for boosting the chances of being re-elected, as demonstrated in Section 2.1. On the
contrary, anticipatory adaptation usually involves immediate costs but uncertain and remote benefits
and hence diminishes the chances of being re-elected. Concerning the form of adaption, there is no
such obvious bias emerging from the political cost benefit assessment at first sight. However, provided that the electoral system is one of federalism with geographic representation (Mueller 2003),
“policymakers can steer adaptation in a way that focuses on the voters of their specific circumscription” and thus prefer technical over societal adaptation measures (Michaelowa 2001, p. 17).
What type of structure-bias can be expected from the demand side? As stated above, unorganised voters, i.e. private households generally tend to show weak preferences for (public) adaptation due to unawareness with respect to the availability and necessity of the adaptation option and
temporal inconsistencies (Section 2.1). However, the fact that their call for public adaptation significantly rises in the aftermath of extreme weather or catastrophic events (Bryant et al. 2000) clearly
suggests that voters push for reactive instead of anticipatory measures. Additionally, the voters’ influence is likely to bias the mix of public adaptation towards technical measures since these are more
strongly perceived compared to societal ones (Michaelowa 2001) – especially when it comes to removing damages after catastrophic events. An exception in this regard may be given by direct financial compensation for obvious reasons. This trend is likely to be reinforced by the media. In terms of
climate change, their focus is mainly on such events as these cause considerable public attention and
hence promise to increase sales. Thus, the reporting similarly concentrates on the related – visible
and hence technical (or societal, direct financial) – public responses.
As far as organised voters, i.e. interest groups, are concerned, the case for the providers of
adaptation infrastructure to lobby for technical measures needs no further explanation. On the contrary, it is hard to tell whether these measures are per se of anticipatory or reactive nature or even
13

There is an ongoing heavy dispute on which of these rates to apply to cost benefit assessments supporting policy decisions, especially concerning climate change (Blankart 2011, p. 491).
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can be applied both ex ante and ex post. However, the providers have a clear incentive to push for
anticipatory measures since these promise a larger net present value of profits. Small companies of
other industries, similarly to private households (Section 2.1), basically show a low interest in adaptation and thus prefer reactive, technical measures or direct financial compensation. On the contrary, large companies are more sensitive concerning the risks associated with climate change and thus
probably lobby for early, anticipative measures in order to rule out any detrimental effects ensuing
losses and reduced competitiveness from the beginning. In terms of adaptation form, there is no
compelling reason for preferring technical or societal measures as long as they redound to the firms’
advantage. Environmental NGO’s which generally dismiss adaptation for being a distraction from the
– in their eyes – more promising option of mitigation. Possibly, they accept reactive measures as last
resort in case of catastrophic events and hence induce a slight bias in this regard. As the form of adaptation is concerned, the case is clearer. Since technical adaptation usually conflicts with goals of
nature preservation, environmental NGOs have a clear preference for societal measures. The influence of other groups is again hard to predict due the large variety of goals they pursue (see Section
2.1). Table 2 sums up the influence on public adaptation structure emerging from the demand-side
groups.

Table 2: Impact of demand-side (interest) groups on the structure of public adaptation

Following the line of argument in Section 2.1, which builds upon Olson's (1971) theory on interest groups, it can be argued that the providers of adaptation infrastructure and large firms from
other sectors are likely to exert the strongest influence on the policy maker. Consequently, the overall demand-side influence on the structure of public adaptation presumably leads to a bias towards
anticipatory and technical measures.
Turning to the supply-side, the three types of self-interest driven behaviour on the part of
bureaucracy have to be distinguished. The aim of budget maximisation clearly suggests that bureaucrats go for anticipatory measures, which is mainly due to the following two reasons. First, anticipatory efforts promise a certain budget in the near future against what reactive measures only involve
an increase in budget in case of uncertain – both with respect to occurrence and point of time – considerable impacts of climate change, such as extreme weather events. Second, numerous nations are
currently about to launch adaptation strategies and action plans. 14 Obviously, the means for implementing associated measures will only be provided temporarily – especially against the background
that the adaptation option currently receives increasing political attention, which might soon change
to the opposite. Consequently, bureaucracies have a strong incentive to make use of this window of
opportunity by overstating the need for adaptation. This in turn comes more naturally by purporting
a strong need for anticipatory measures than trying to manipulate information on climate change
14

For an overview of respective efforts within the European Union see PEER (2009).
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impacts that just have occurred and thus call for reactive measures. On the contrary, budget maximisation is not tied to a specific form of adaptation (Michaelowa 2001). On the one hand, technical
adaptation measures typically involve high budgets. On the other hand, societal adaptation is similarly attractive when it involves a strong discretionary input and can be differentiated in many single
measures. In the first place, extracting political rents through slack maximisation requires attaining
budgets, which mostly are only temporarily available, earliest possible. For this reason, anticipatory
measures are more preferably just like in case of budget maximisation. Regarding the adaptation
form, there is a priori no sound reason suggesting that technical or societal measures can be operated at a higher slack. Finally, risk avoidance basically favours reactive measures since these grant
largely certain benefits while the benefit of anticipatory measures depends on highly uncertain climate change impacts; on the cost side, anticipatory and reactive measures do not differ remarkably
concerning risk. In terms of the adaptation form, there is no unambiguous trend suggesting that
technical or societal measures generally are associated with significantly different risks in terms of
costs and benefits. To sum up, the supply side is subject to incentives for both fostering anticipatory
and reactive measures. However, taking into account that the strive for attaining budget as early as
possible is necessary for both budget and slack maximisation, this aspect probably outweighs the
comparative advantage of reactive measures in generating (slightly) lower risk in terms of benefits.
For this reason, bureaucracy presumably tends to distort the outcome of public adaptation towards
anticipatory measures, whereas no clear bias concerning the adaptation form can be revealed at this
general level of analysis.

Figure 6: Overview of barriers to structure-related efficiency of public adaptation

To conclude the positive analysis with respect to the structure of adaptation, Figure 6 provides an overview of the related barriers rooted in the demand and supply side as well as in the government sector. Aggregating all the actor groups’ interests with respect to adaptation structure sug-
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gests that the preference for technical adaptation on the part of the demand side and (in case of
federal systems with geographic representation) the policy makers may dominate the ambiguous
preferences given on the supply side. Concerning the adaptation timing, the political sector faces
pressure towards anticipatory measures from both the supply and demand side, while it prefers reactive measures. Whether policy makers defer to this pressure depends on the strength of their
preferences for reactive action, i.e. on how strong they discount future benefits of anticipatory
measures.
2.3 Efficiency in terms of organisation
a) Descriptive analysis: Problem setting
The organisation of public adaptation has at least two dimensions (Mickwitz et al., 2009). Vertical
organisation refers to the political levels (supranational, national, regional, local) involved. Horizontal organisation is associated with the different policy fields and respective actors that actually engage in planning and implementing adaptation measures. In either case, decisions have to be made
as to the allocation of responsibilities to the different actors and possible means to coordinate their
activities.
Regarding vertical organisation, it is usually observed that public adaptation is characterized
by multi-level governance. While the eventual decisions on actual adaptation measures often reside
with local actors, their decisions are usually embedded into a regulatory framework set by higher
levels of governance (Measham et al., 2011, p. 894). Multi-level governance may promote activities
at lower levels by assigning an explicit mandate, providing information or transferring resources.
However, regional and national laws and regulations, such as fiscal transfer systems or national insurance schemes, may also produce adverse incentives for local decision-makers and result in maladaptation (Amundsen et al., 2010; Corfee-Morlot et al., 2011; Eisenack and Stecker, 2011).
Horizontally, public adaptation may be understood as a new policy field which requires new
institutions. Alternatively, it may be mainstreamed, i.e. integrated into existing sectoral procedures
and responsibilities of decision-making (UNDP/UNEP, 2011). Empirical studies point out that mainstreaming is usually aimed at by adaptation strategies but only starting to be implemented (Beck et
al., 2009; Mickwitz et al., 2009). It is found to be most advanced for disaster management.
b) Normative analysis: Recommendations given by economic theory
The economic discussion of vertical organisation is primarily associated with the theories of fiscal
federalism. Traditional approaches strongly favour a decentralisation of government. Firstly, it is
argued that local decision-makers typically have better information about heterogeneous local conditions and preferences than actors at higher levels (Hayek, 1939; Oates, 1999, p. 1123). They are
therefore likely to make more appropriate decisions. In contrast, national governments tend to implement one-size-fits-all policies which neglect local priorities. Secondly, decentralised governance is
expected to promote interjurisdictional competition (Tiebout, 1956). This may eventually help to
match policies perfectly to community preferences and sort citizens and capital owners optimally
across jurisdictions. Such competition may also prevent undesired expansion of government (which
strives for maximizing its budget) (Brennan and Buchanan, 1980). Certainly, these results rest on
strong assumptions, such as perfect mobility of citizens and capital. A particular problem associated
with the environment is the fear that competition may result in a race to the bottom for the provision of public goods and environmental regulation (Oates, 1999, p. 1134-1137). Local politicians and
bureaucrats striving to maximise their budget may try to promote the inflow of capital from other
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municipalities and to increase their local tax base by setting deliberately lax environmental standards
(Oates and Schwab, 1988). Moreover, there may be external (environmental) effects beyond the
administrative borders of local authorities. Regarding this concern, Musgrave (1959) and Oates
(1972) emphasize that the level of government should correspond to the scale of the public good or
externality. Local (national) public goods should be provided by the local (national) level. Their approach is complemented by Olson’s (1969) principle of fiscal equivalence. This postulates that the
level at which a benefit occurs should also be responsible for financing. A further argument for a
certain degree of centralisation may be economies of scale in the provision of public goods, e.g. regarding the necessary information (Bardhan, 2002, p. 191; Hansjürgens, 1996, p. 79; Inman and
Rubinfeld, 1997, p. 84). Finally, Bardhan (2002) argues that there may be important institutional constraints to decentralisation, particularly in developing countries, such as limited or lacking personnel
and financial capacity or corruption of public bureaucrats at lower levels. Overall, the plea for decentralisation therefore seems to be ambiguous, particularly when environmental issues are considered.
Nevertheless, there seems to be strong case for decentralisation in public adaptation. First
of all, vulnerability to climate change and consequently preferences regarding adaptation are very
heterogeneous in space. The design of proper adaptation measures requires a profound understanding of natural and socio-economic conditions at the local level. In addition, most adaptation
measures are also rather local in scale and do not exhibit interjurisdictional externalities (a notable
exception is flood management which may need to be coordinated at the scale of a river basin). These basic insights are to some extent qualified by capacity constraints which impair proper assessments at the local level. These constraints are due to (1) the fact that climate change assessments
are particularly science-heavy (Moser and Ekstrom, 2010, p. 22029), and (2) institutional and budgetary restrictions of local governments (Crabbé and Robin, 2006; Eisenack and Stecker, 2011, p. 11;
Koch et al., 2007; Measham et al., 2011, p. 894). As a result, it is usually argued that national governments should take the role of setting goals and framework regulations and provide information
and financial support to lower levels (Amundsen et al., 2010, p. 277; Urwin and Jordan, 2008).
Concerning the horizontal organisation, several arguments can be put forward in favour of
mainstreaming. Firstly, adaptation is a complex issue which is closely linked to numerous policy fields
(UNDP/UNEP, 2011). Consequently, mainstreaming plays a key role for accessing the specific information available for these fields, which is certainly eased when the corresponding actors are involved
themselves in planning and implementing adaptation measures. Secondly, mainstreaming facilitates
the identification of co-benefits and synergies with existing policy measures and administrative process which may allow reducing the cost of public adaptation (Füssel, 2007; Füssel and Klein, 2004).
Obviously, mainstreaming requires additional resources for coordination across sectors, which is
necessary to account for potential externalities. To reduce these costs, it is helpful to rely on already
existing inter-sector mechanisms (UNDP/UNEP, 2011). In addition, a lead authority is needed to disseminate and exchange information across sectors and to realise economies of scale for adaptation
activities (Hunt and Watkiss, 2011).
c) Positive analysis: Actual outcome of the political adaption process
Regarding the vertical organisation, the preceding discussion has revealed that there are strong rationales for assigning important responsibilities for public adaptation to local levels. From a Public
Choice perspective, however, it is questionable whether this is actually going to happen to an optimal extent. On a general level, Vaubel (1994) identified several reasons for excessive centralization,
many of which may also apply to public adaptation.
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Firstly, politicians and bureaucrats of the central government, but also judges of federal
courts, may aim at increasing their voter base, power and budget by concentrating government functions at their level. For higher-level politicians, the incentive to centralise may be particularly strong
when local adaptation decisions would be taken by politicians of other, rival parties. In this case,
benefits from public adaption would be associated with the rival party and might negatively affect
the election results of governing party at the central level. This is particularly likely for local decisions
taken in densely populated districts with a large share in total votes, such as the national capital. This
inter-level rivalry may even result in the simultaneous (and possibly uncoordinated) adoption of adaptation measures.
Secondly, politicians and bureaucrats of lower-level governments may also be in favour of
shifting (some) responsibilities to the higher level. Expansion at the central level me be generally
seen as an opportunity to develop complementary measures at the local level. Furthermore, regions
with ambitious environmental programs may lobby for policy harmonisation through federal legislation in order to avoid competitive disadvantages with other regions. In a similar manner, local governments may promote the provision and funding of public goods at a higher level as a means of
inter-region income redistribution. This is in the interest of the local politician if the income of the
median voter in the region is below the federal average. In addition, a certain degree of centralisation may allow using the central government as a scapegoat for politically unpopular decisions. In
fact, it is quite frequently put forward, that local actors can hardly justify adaptation measures in the
presence of competing planning interests without a clear mandate from a higher authority
(Amundsen et al., 2010; Corfee-Morlot et al., 2011; Koch et al., 2007; Measham et al., 2011). Finally,
centralisation may also be promoted by those local politicians and bureaucrats who hope to be promoted to the higher level in the future.
Thirdly, interest groups with regionally or nationally homogeneous interests may try to foster
centralisation as it may enable them to obtain overall more subsidies, favourable regulation and protection from the government. This is primarily due to fact that centralisation increases information
costs for the negotiating government, while the transaction costs of rent-seeking decrease for the
interest groups. Finally, centralisation may be favourable to those voters who supply factors of production in the federal capital and therefore benefit directly from an expansion of the central government. On the contrary, unorganised voters and private households, respectively, do not have a
specific interest in terms of vertical organisation.
Regarding the horizontal organisation of public adaptation, voters (both unorganised and
organised in interest groups), and therefore also politicians, are likely to prefer mainstreaming because it may reduce the cost of adaptation (and help to conceal them). What is more, mainstreaming
facilitates the identification of links to other policy objectives which have a higher political priority
(Measham et al., 2011; UNDP/UNEP, 2011; Yohe, 2001, p. 251). This may explain why mainstreaming
is on most political agendas today.
The case is less clear-cut for public bureaucracies. If bureaucrats in the different policy fields
are assumed to be budget maximisers which compete for adaptation funds, there may be an incentive to integrate adaptation issues into sectoral policies and procedures. In turn, if bureaucrats are
rather understood as slack maximisers, which try to reduce efforts for a given budget, there is an
incentive to reject the integration of adaptation measures (or only implement it symbolically) and
rather shift the responsibility to other policy fields, most notably environmental departments. Which
approach eventually dominates, depends on the likelihood to obtain additional budgets for public
adaptation. Beck et al. (2011) point out, for example, that no extra budget is provided for implementing the action plan of Germany’s adaptation strategy. Rather adaptation measures shall be funded
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from existing sectoral budgets through mainstreaming. Based on Public Choice reasoning, however,
this provision may in fact be interpreted as an impediment to mainstreaming.
Figure 7 sums up the barriers to efficient public adaptation in terms of organisation arising
from the three sectors.

Figure 7: Overview of barriers to organisation-related efficiency of public adaptation

With regard to vertical organisation, there is a prevailing trend to prefer a centralised structure on the part of all sectors which conflicts with the normative recommendation. On the demand
side, the interest groups’ urge for decreasing lobbying costs is decisive for the centralisation bias.
Policy makers in central governments foster centralisation mainly for the reason of maximising the
voter base and power while those on lower levels typically prefer central structures as means of
shifting responsibilities and harmonisation. The dominating goal of central (local) bureaucrats is
budget (slack) maximisation, which in each case pushes centralised structures. In terms of horizontal
organisation, both the demand side’s and government sector’s interests are in line with the normative recommendation of mainstreaming – due to the dominating goals of minimising the cost burden
associated with public adaptation (demand) and concealing adaptation costs (policy makers), respectively. Concerning bureaucracy, the case is ambiguous, since budget maximisation conforms to mainstreaming contrary to slack maximisation. From an aggregate perspective however, the demand
side’s and policy makers’ influence is likely to push through mainstreaming.

3

Conclusions

Numerous countries have already initiated a process of adaptation by drafting strategies or catalogues of measures. Against this background, it is of particular importance to identify and overcome
potential barriers to efficient public adaptation from the beginning. As in any field of political action,
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a major source of barriers is given by self-interest driven behaviour of actors involved in the adaptation policy process. Furthermore, several features of the adaptation option and the surrounding policy framework are likely to boost such behaviour since they facilitate both the manipulation of the
adaptation output and the exertion of influence through the various actor groups shaping the political system: There is neither a clear-cut framing of adaptation and distinction from other measures,
nor a clear-cut success metric for evaluating public adaptation efforts. Additionally, there is a lack of
clear-cut responsibilities and a specific budget for public adaptation. Consequently, it is most promising to apply Public Choice theory in order to identify the above-mentioned barriers emerging from
the various actors’ self-interest. However, the Public Choice based research on adaptation is still in its
infancy. To date there are, to the best of our knowledge, no efforts in providing a broad conceptual
Public Choice theory framework in order to analyse potential barriers to efficient public adaptation
on a general level and thus create a starting point for further in-depth research.
This paper aims at closing this gap. The analysis distinguishes three dimensions of efficient
public adaptation: extent (investment level/effort); structure (timing – anticipatory vs. reactive
measures; form – technical vs. societal measures); organisation (horizontal and vertical). The analysed actor groups can be divided into three sectors. The demand for public adaptation emerges from
the voters’ preferences, which may get organised in interest groups (such as providers of adaptation
infrastructure, other industries or environmental NGOs) in order to bring in their goals in the political
process such that their utility or profit gets maximised. On the other hand, bureaucracy is responsible
for implementing and monitoring, i.e. for supplying public adaptation. The bureaucrats basically pursue three different kinds of self-interest: budget maximisation, slack maximisation or risk avoidance.
Finally, it is up to the policy makers to aggregate the various demand side preferences and to charge
bureaucracy with providing a specific output. In this respect, politicians balance preferences such
that their number of votes is maximised.
Taking into account these all these self-interests, the interaction of demand, supply and political sector leads to the following efficiency biases. In terms of extent, the demand side is likely to
push for an overinvestment in public adaptation due to the dominating influence of the adaptation
infrastructure providers and other industries, which long for maximisation of sales/profits and passing on adaptation costs to the public, respectively. On the contrary, the supply side tends to distort
the output level in the opposite direction. Given the high uncertainty associated with climate change
and adaptation measures, the bureaucrats might rather engage in risk avoiding strategies and slack
maximisation than budget maximisation which involves an increase in both adaptation output and
associated risks. As moreover the political cost benefit analysis provides incentives for policy makers
to both increase and decrease the extent of public adaptation, the overall outcome is ambiguous on
this general level of analysis. However, concerning the special case of public emergency relief, there
is a clear major trend to an inefficiently high extent. Given the public pressure in the aftermath of
catastrophic events, politicians striving after re-election cannot credibly commit ex ante to restrict
public aid to the most essential needs, which however would be necessary to provide sufficient incentives for private actors to engage in measures of self-prevention.
In terms of adaptation structure, the, from a normative perspective, desirable balanced mix
of measures seems to be a bias towards technical measures with respect to the form of adaptation,
which emerges from the voters’ and industries’ preferences and the politicians’ attempt to serve
local clientele in case of federal systems with geographical representation. With respect to timing,
the political sector faces pressure towards anticipatory measures from both the supply and demand
side which seek for earliest possible protection against adverse impacts of climate change and acquisition of adaptation budget, respectively. On the contrary, policy makers prefer reactive measures
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since the future benefits of anticipatory measures probably accrue beyond their term of office.
Whether they defer to this pressure depends on the strength of their preferences for reactive action,
i.e. on how strong they discount future benefits of anticipatory measures.
With regard to vertical organisation, there is a prevailing trend to prefer a centralised structure on the part of all sectors which conflicts with the normative recommendation, due to the goals
of decreasing lobbying costs (demand side), extending the voter base (politicians) and budget or slack
maximisation, respectively (bureaucrats). As far as horizontal organisation is concerned, the recommendation of mainstreaming is in line with the demand side’s and politicians’ interest in minimising
the adaptation cost burden which presumably outweighs the ambiguous incentives given on the
supply side.
Naturally, due to the general level of the analysis it is out of the question to understand these conclusions as results that are generally valid in any adaptation context. Similarly, it is not possible
to derive detailed policy recommendations for overcoming Public Choice related barriers to efficient
public adaptation at this stage. The analysis is rather meant to raise the consciousness for such barriers which is of particular importance in the currently given early stage of the adaptation policy process. Moreover, the paper creates a basic conceptual framework serving as starting point for further
research, which is necessary in at least two respects. First, the analysis has shown that the various
actor groups’ influence on the adaptation outcome and the related efficiency dimensions is ambiguous in many respects due to opposite incentives and goals. Thus, there is clearly the need for indepth theoretical research in order to identify the conditions under which the respective groups’
interests pertain in each case. Second, empirical studies of specific adaptation policy processes and
contexts are inevitable for deriving concrete policy recommendations that contribute to overcoming
the barriers.
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